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Abstract: Self-catalyzed horizontal nanowires (NWs) can greatly simplify the CMOS 

integration processing compared with the regular vertical counterparts. However, self-

catalysed growth mode poses challenges in manipulating the droplets to produce single-

crystalline horizontal NWs with a uniform diameter. Here, we demonstrated a novel 

method to manipulate the droplet through altering the droplet surface energy. Ga-

droplet was successfully moved from top to sidewalls in GaAsP NWs by introducing 

Be and lowering the surface energy, and pinned at the tip despite the absence of planar 

defects. This can switch the <111> growth direction, with a successful rate of 100%, 

from vertical to horizontal through the assistance of few sparse twins. The produced 

NWs tend to be bounded by low energy facets, which leads to the self-catalysed growth 
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of horizontal NWs with a greatly improved diameter uniformity along the axis. Besides, 

the lowered surface energy can effectively suppress the wurtzite nucleation, producing 

pure zinc blende single-crystalline horizontal NWs. This study establishes an essential 

step toward the efficient integration of NWs into CMOS compatible devices. 

Key words: horizontal nanowires, self-catalyzed droplet, surface energy. 

Introduction  

Nanowires (NWs) have novel mechanical, optical and electronic properties that 

are not seen in the thin-film counterparts [1−5] and they continue generating wide 

research interests [6−13]. The surface of NWs can have atomic-level smoothness that 

cannot be achieved by traditional etching methods, which can greatly reduce the surface 

roughness-induced carrier scattering [14]. When made of III-V materials, NWs also 

have greatly enhanced carrier mobility that can be 4~60 times higher than that of Si. 

All these are essential for making high-speed electronics. It has been shown that III-V 

NWs can easily outperform the group-IV material counterparts in making logic devices 

[15]. Besides, the III-V logic devices can have a much higher operation temperature 

compared with the group-IV ones. With traditional thin-film growth methods, there are 

huge challenges in integrating high-quality III-V devices onto Si platform due to the 

large lattice and thermal property mis-matches between them. Although the traditional 

bonding method can achieve small-number device integration, it cannot satisfy the 

fabrication of high-density integrated circuits that requires massive device integration. 

NWs, with a nanoscale dimension, can efficiently relax more strain elastically than thin 
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films, opening a good solution to monolithic integration of a large number of high-

quality III-V devices onto the Si platform in a cost-effective way [16,17]. Although Si 

(111) substrates are commonly used due to the simplicity in the NW growth, there is 

no problem to grow vertical and horizontal NWs on (100) substrates [18-21]. Thus, III-

V NWs are very promising for future CMOS technologies, such as MESFETs, 

MOSFETs, and HEMTs [22-24]. 

So far, the growth technique for free-standing NWs are well developed, especially 

the regular vertical ones [25,26]. Although devices based on those NWs have been 

fabricated [27], horizontal planar NWs are preferred for compatibility with the widely-

used planar processing technique. Great effort has been devoted to horizontal NWs 

from groups worldwide [28-35], such as Li group [36], with significant breakthroughs 

in controlling the parameters of these horizontal NWs, such as length, diameter, 

direction and uniformity [36,37]. 

Vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) mechanism has been the approach of choice to grow 

horizontal III-V NWs [38], which utilizes a nano-size liquid droplet to transport growth 

material into the liquid-solid growth interface. This growth, initially used for growing 

vertical NWs, provides easier control of the growth direction compared to other growth 

modes based on droplet manipulation [39]. The growth environment for horizontal 

NWs is quite different from that of the vertical ones, such as source material 

impingement and the material diffusion from the substrate, affecting the effective III/V 

ratio. Due to the complexity of this type of growth, most of the research on horizontal 

NWs have been performed using foreign−metal−catalysed growth modes, especially 
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the Au [28,29,36,40]. The foreign−metal catalytic droplets are not consumed during the 

growth, making it easy to manipulate the droplet within a large growth parameter 

window [41,42]. However, most foreign metals have a number of drawbacks, which 

make them rather unpopular. For example, the Au can incorporate with a rather high 

concentration into the NWs, degrading greatly the device performance [43 ]; e.g. 

1017~1018/cm3 in the Au-catalysed GaAs and InAs NWs [44,45]. More seriously, Au 

has a high solid diffusivity, which can easily cause contamination to the exposed 

fabrication equipment, being extremely hard to remove. Au impurities can also form 

mid−gap energy states when incorporated into Si, affecting the device performance 

[43,45]. Therefore, the Au catalyzed NWs are incompatible with the Si-based IC 

industry. 

The self-catalyzed growth mode is based on the use of the same group-III element 

both in the droplet and the NW, such as Ga droplet for GaAsP NWs [46]. Therefore, it 

does not cause any contamination from the catalytic droplet, unlike the foreign metal 

catalysed growth. However, the self-catalytic droplet is consumable during the growth 

and very sensitive to the growth environment. Slight fluctuation in the growth 

parameters can cause high-density of defect in the NW or even the growth failure [47]. 

Thus, the droplet manipulation is very difficult. Fontcuberta et al. developed a creative 

droplet manipulation method [48]. By annealing under the vacuum, they increased the 

droplet size by tip thermal decomposition and successfully removed the droplet from 

the NW top to the sidewalls. Koivusalo et al. [49] and Li et al. [31] used similar method 

to switch the growth direction of self-catalyzed GaAs NWs. So far, the self-catalyzed 
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horizontal NWs are still facing the crystal quality and/or the morphology issues that 

can largely degrade device performance and affect the integration quality. These NWs 

tend to have high density of stacking faults perpendicular to the NW axis or single twins 

along the entire NW axis [49]. Besides, these defects can generate new high-energy 

micro-facets on the NW surface [25] and promote significant parasitic shell growth, 

leading to beak-like shape [49]. Thus, more research is needed to achieve single 

crystalline horizontal NWs with a uniform diameter. 

In this paper, we demonstrated a self-catalytic droplet manipulation method 

through surface energy alteration, which further leads to the growth of high-quality 

horizontal NWs. This study effectively solved the severe stacking-fault-formation 

problems and greatly alleviated the parasitic-shell-growth issues during the growth of 

self-catalyzed horizontal NWs [49]. 

Results and discussion  

Droplet manipulation through changing surface energy 
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Fig. 1. Scanning electron microscope image (SEM), low magnification TEM, and 

composition mapping images of GaAs NWs grown with various Be fluxes and temperatures. 

The nominal Be flux and growth temperature of (a) 0/cm3, 630 ℃, (b) 1.6×1018/cm3, 630 ℃, 

(c)1.28×1019/cm3, 630 ℃, and (d) 1.28×1019/cm3, 625 ℃. The insets in the images are the side 

or top views of the NW tip. 

In droplet-catalyzed NW growth, the droplet location controls the NW growth 

direction. As can be seen in Fig. 1a and more clearly in the inset, the Ga droplet sits on 

the top of the GaAs NW with a flat interface. Here, the growth is along the NW axial 

direction. To switch the growth direction from axial (vertical) direction to side 

(horizontal) direction, the droplet needs to move from the top facet to the sidewalls. 

However, this is a challenging process since the monolayer-by-monolayer growth mode 
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favours the droplet to move along the axial direction due to lowest surface energy of 

the (111) (or WZ equivalent (0001)) facets. In order to break this preferential growth 

along the axial direction, Be flux was introduced during the growth, changing the Ga 

droplet composition into a Be containing droplet, Ga(Be). Be can effectively lower the 

surface energy of the Ga droplet and distort its shape [50,51].  

This process can be described by the Young’s equation [52], 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 = (𝛾𝑆𝐺 −

𝛾𝑆𝐿)/𝛾𝐿𝐺. Where the 𝛾𝑆𝐺 , 𝛾𝑆𝐿, and  𝛾𝐿𝐺  relate to the surface tensions between the 

three phases: solid, liquid and gas, and 𝜃 is the contact angle of a liquid droplet on a 

solid surface. The reduction of the surface tension  𝛾𝐿𝐺 can lead to the reduction of 𝜃 

and induce a partial wetting of Ga(Be) droplet on the side walls, which can be seen 

from the GaAs NWs grown with a Be flux equivalent to a nominal thin-film doping 

concentration of 1.6×1018/cm3 (Fig. 1b). The sidewall wetting can cause the generation 

of new (111) facets with an angle of 109º relative the top facet. Further increase the Be 

flux to 1.28×1019/cm3 during the growth, the greatly lowered surface energy can move 

the droplet completely to the sidewall (Fig. 1c). 

The temperature is very critical for keeping the droplet unconsumed. The droplet 

on the side walls has a contact area which is ~2 times larger than when it is on the top 

facet, which implies a larger nucleation area (inset of Fig. 1c). A low droplet 

supersaturation environment is beneficial to prevent the fast solidification of this 

droplet. As shown in Fig. 1c, the droplet is still liquid after growth at 630 ℃. Lowering 

the growth temperature by 5 ℃, the droplet supersaturation with group-V materials 

increased and solidified quickly (Fig. 1d) [53]. Thus, manipulating the droplet at the 
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optimized NW growth temperature is suggested, as this is the easiest way to keep the 

droplet liquid. 

To understand the droplet pinning site on the sidewalls, NW top view images were 

taken by SEM. Self-catalysed NWs have a hexagonal cross section bounded by six {110} 

facets and six <112> corner ridges [54,55], as can be observed in the inset of Fig. 1c. 

This image also reveals how the droplet prefers to straddle a <112> corner ridge and 

cover two {110} facets. Therefore, the droplet can be controlled to point to a <112> 

direction. The same phenomenon is also observed in NWs with a solidified droplet (Fig. 

1d). The solidified droplet retains the hexagonal shape but it is elongated along the 

central <112> diagonal lines, confirming that the droplet straddle a corner ridge facing 

that <112> direction before solidified. So far, we have not found a solid evidence about 

if the droplet prefers any of the six <112> corners (Supporting information Fig. S1). A 

ring-shaped contact structure can easily solve this random corner issue (Supporting 

information Fig. S2), but developing a novel growth technique to achieve pre-defined 

direction control can still be very helpful for the device contact fabrication.  

Pinning of droplets at the tip   
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Fig. 2. Crystal structure of droplet-displaced NWs. (a) Representative GaAs NW tip with 

an unconsumed droplet on the sidewalls. The inset corresponds to the selected-area electron 

diffraction (SAED) pattern in the blue square. (b)~(d) atomic-resolution annular dark field 

(ADF) images of different areas in the GaAs tip in (a).  

Fig. 1c shows that although the droplets have been displaced to the sidewalls, they 

are still at the tip part of NWs. Previous studies have associated this pinning at the tip 

to the presence of stacking faults in that region, preventing it to slide along the NW 

[30, 56 ]. Further investigations on the crystal structure of NWs with the droplet 

displaced from the top (Fig. 2a) was carried out by (Scanning) Transmission electron 

microscopy, (S)TEM. Fig. 2b, c and d, revealed GaAs zinc blende (ZB) without the 

stacking faults and further confirmed by the SAED pattern (inset in Fig. 2a). Therefore, 

although the Ga(Be) droplet in GaAs NWs move towards the sidewall, it remains NW 

tip area, without sliding any further along that sidewall.  

The high Be flux effectively lowers the surface energy of the Ga droplet. As we 

observed there, the droplet contact angle was decreased from >90° to <90° when the 

Be flux increased (Fig. 1a, b, and Fig. 2a) [57,58]. The droplet adhesion to the NWs 

increases with the reduction of the surface energy/tension and hence the contact angle 

[59,60]. Besides, the reduction of contact angle also gives the droplet a larger contact 

area with the sidewalls, which can have more adhesive bonds with the NW and hence 

provide a stronger force to “holds/embraces” NW, preventing it sliding along the length. 

Therefore, the Ga(Be) alloy droplet can pin itself to the tip of NWs and does not need 

the assistance of stacking faults to anchor the position. 
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Growth of horizontal NWs   

     

Fig. 3. SEM images of GaAs0.8P0.2 NWs grown on patterned Si substrates. All the growth 

parameters were kept the same except the Be fluxes and patterned hole size. (a) (c) and (d) L-

shaped NWs grown with a Be flux equivalent to a nominal doping concentration of 1.5×1017 

/cm3 at the first 15 mins and then with 6×1017 /cm3 for the rest 30 mins. The inset in (c) is a 

zoom in image of the yellow square area. Scale bar 100 nm. (b) NWs grown without a Be flux. 

(e) and (f) NWs with different diameters marked in the image grown under the same condition 

with (a).  

With the droplet placed on the sidewalls of a NW tip, a new equilibrium conditions 

must be established for the catalysed VLS growth to continue in a direction 90° relative 

to the axial NW direction. To achieve this, patterned substrates are used in NW growth, 

on which the regular patterned hole pitch can provide similar growth environment for 

each NW and avoid uneven interaction between wires what commonly occurs during 

the growth on un-patterned substrates. Initial NW growth started with a low Be flux, 

i.e. an equivalent nominal doping concentration of 1.5×1017 /cm3, during the first 15 
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mins. Later the doping concentration was increased 4 times, up to 6×1017 /cm3. This 

process generated L-shaped NWs with 90±15 nm in diameter, as can be seen in Fig. 3a. 

The initial segment grown first of most NWs is in vertical direction, and the later-grown 

segment is straight and commonly in horizontal direction. For the growth that 

successfully produced the initial NW segment, a high yield of 100% has been achieved 

(Supporting information Fig. S3). One growth without Be flux were also performed as 

a comparison to Fig. 3a sample. The rest of parameters for the NW growth were kept 

the same. This growth conditions produced vertically standing NWs (Fig. 3b), without 

L-shaped ones. This comparison between different growth conditions confirmed that 

the high Be flux is responsible for the growth of L-shaped NWs, in accordance to the 

previous observation. It needs to be mentioned that the droplet is in an elongated shape 

which could be due to the lowered surface energy [61]. After the growth direction 

switch, the Be in the droplet can be depleted by incorporating into the NWs with the 

growth proceeding under no Be flux environment, and then Be-free horizontal segments 

can be grown. 

This horizontal segment has its starting end bound by two {110} facets and 

elongates along the <112> direction as can be seen in Fig. 3c, similar to Fig. 1d. To 

check the angel between the vertical and horizontal segments, the sample was rotated 

to make the horizontal segment in parallel to the bottom line of Fig. 3d. This also makes 

the {110} facet (pointed by the red arrow), the one in the same plane as the horizontal 

segment, in parallel to the bottom line of Fig. 3d. Thus, a tilted front view was obtained. 

This view shows that the angle between the two segments is ~90°. 
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Another critical parameter to achieve L-shaped NWs is the NW diameter. The 

droplet movement from the top to sidewalls, by lowering surface energy, easily occurs 

in the NW with a smaller diameter. As can be seen in Fig. 3a, L-shaped NWs are formed 

for diameter of ~90 nm. For a lager diameter, i.e. 170±18 nm, all the NWs stand 

vertically, with only few of them having a kinked head at the end of the growth, ie. 

when the NW diameter start getting reduced (Fig. 3e). When the diameter dramatically 

increased up to 240±25 nm, none of the NWs developed into L shape (Fig. 3f). This 

variation with the NW diameter could be related to the dose difference required to 

reshape the droplet. Larger droplets require a larger amount of Be to reach an equal 

concentration as the smaller ones.  

   

Fig. 4. SEM images of the doped horizontal GaAs0.8P0.2 NWs grown on the surface of Si 

substrates. The yellow dot lines in the inset of (b) are guiding to the eye about the {110} facets 

of the vertical NW segment. 

As shown in Fig. 2a, the droplet is stable on the sidewalls at the tip of the NW. 

Therefore, the height of horizontal arm off the substrate can be adjusted by controlling 

the vertical segment, such as the ones shown in Fig. 3a. This provide a possible path to 

construct 3-dimensional circuits. If the vertical arm is very short, horizontal NWs on Si 
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substrates are grown. As can be observed in Fig. 4a, the NWs came out of a patterned 

hole, with a good electrical contact with the substrate [62]. Then, the growth direction 

switched ~90° and the growth continues along the horizontal direction. As can be seen 

in Fig. 4b, these NWs are elongated along the <112> direction respect to the vertical 

NW growth, which is similar to Fig. 1d and 3c. The surface of the horizontal segment 

is very smooth, which could minimize the surface-roughness-induced carrier scattering.  

Structural properties of horizontal NWs   

 

Fig. 5. Crystal structure of the horizontal GaAs0.8P0.2 NWs. (a) The low magnification 

image shows the entire NW. (b) Zoom-in TEM image of the blue area shown in (a). There are 

only few twin faults shown in the area pointed by the yellow arrows. The yellow dot lines are 

guiding to the eye about the twin defects extending across the entire NW diameter. (c) 

Atomic-resolution STEM image of the area shown in purple square in (b), which is a single 

twin. (d) Atomic-resolution TEM image of the horizontal arm, which is pure ZB. The inset is 

the SAED pattern. 

The crystal quality is an extremely important factor that controls the device 

performance. Thus, the crystal quality of these horizontal NWs was checked by 
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(S)TEM. Fig. 5a and b show a short vertical arm of the NW. There are a few sparse 

single twins observed in the corner region (Fig. 5b and c). These twins are not in 

horizontal direction, which suggests that they were not generated during the growth of 

the vertical segment. They should be associated to the growth direction switch. As 

proposed by Uccelli et al. [63] the generation of single twins is an effective way to 

force the change of the NW growth direction without the generation of broken atomic 

bonds. Thus, through the generation of a few twins, the growth front of horizontal NW 

switched to its own <111> direction despite that it is pointing close to the <112> 

direction of the vertical segment. The <111> direction is the most energetically 

preferable for zinc blende NW growth. NWs grown in this direction tend to be bounded 

by low surface energy side facets, e.g. {110}, which is beneficial for minimize the 

parasitic sidewall growth [44]. Thus, the horizontal NWs shown here has greatly 

improved diameter uniformity along the axis. The NW has a small tape ratio, calculated 

by measuring the diameter difference between the tip and bottom, (Dbottom-Dtip)/Dbottom, 

of of 7~20%. Besides, the Ga(Be) droplet with a lowered surface energy is beneficial 

for supressing the wurtzite nucleation [64,65]. Therefore, the horizontal NW has a pure 

ZB crystal structure without defects been observed from multi-NWs we have checked 

(Fig. 5d), except some stacking faults at the very tip of the vertical NW that could be 

generated by the partial particle solidification during cooling down process [26]. Due 

to the absence of stacking faults, it is surface is smooth, which is potentially important 

for low carrier scattering. These horizontal NWs are grown with the same self-catalyzed 
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mode as vertical ones. Thus, we would not expect major difference in electrical and 

optical properties between them.  

  

Fig. 6. illustration of the horizontal NW growth procedures. (a) Vertical growth. 

(b) Side wall setting at the location marked by a black arrow. (c) New facet development 

at the location marked by a black arrow. (d) Droplet slides off the top facet. (e) Growth 

front switch with the generation of single twins. 

Conclusion 

In summary, manipulation of self-catalytic droplet in GaAsP NWs to grow high-

quality horizontal NWs is demonstrated and the procedures are illustrated in Fig. 6. 

Lowering the surface energy of Ga droplet (Fig. 6a) by the formation of Ga(Be) causes 

droplet sidewall setting (Fig. 6b), new facet generation (Fig. 6c) and in the end 

movement from the top to sidewalls of the NW (Fig. 6d). On the sidewalls, the droplet 

prefers to straddle <112> corner ridge and covers two of the six {110} facets, being 

more predominant in NWs with small diameters. After displacing from the tip, the 

droplet will stay at the NW tip and does not slide along the NW length, despite the 
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absence of stacking faults. This is can be explained from the lowered surface energy 

making the droplet wetting more efficient within the NW and “holding” it more tightly. 

For the generation of L-shape NWs, additional control to keep a low saturation level is 

required to avoid the droplet solidification. With the droplet on the sidewalls of a NW 

tip, a new equilibrium growth condition is required for the catalysed VLS growth to 

continue in a direction 90° relative to the initial NW axial direction. Through the 

generation of twins, the growth front switches the <111> direction to horizontal 

direction (Fig. 6e), which can grow NWs that tend to be bounded by low-surface energy 

facets. Thus, the parasitic shell growth is greatly supressed and the NWs can have a 

good diameter uniformity along the axis with a good and small tape ratio of 7~20%. 

Besides, the GaBe droplet with a lowered surface energy is beneficial for supressing 

the wurtzite nucleation, resulting NWs with a pure ZB crystal structure and smooth 

surface. These results lead to the first high-quality growth of self-catalysed horizontal 

NWs, which is an important step towards III-V NW-based large-scale integrated 

circuits and 3-dimensional circuits. 

Experimental section 

NW growth: The self-catalyzed GaAs NWs were grown directly on p-type Si 

substrates by means of solid-source III−V molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).[66] GaAs 

NWs were grown with a Ga beam equivalent pressure, V/III flux ratio, substrate 

temperature, growth duration and Be flux (equivalent to a nominal thin-film doping 

concentration) of 8.41×10−8 Torr, 44, ~630°C, 1 hour and 0~1.28×1019/cm3, 

respectively. The NWs grown on patterned Si substrates were performed with a 
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temperature of ~640°C, Ga flux of 1.6×10-7 Torr, V/III flux ratios between 3 and 20, 

and a P/(P+As) flux ratio of 12% throughout the growth duration of 45 minutes. The 

detailed information can be seen in Reference [62]. 

Scanning electron microscope (SEM): The NW morphology was measured with 

a Zeiss XB 1540 FIB/SEM system.  

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM): Simple mechanical transfer of the 

NWs onto a lacey carbon support was used to prepare TEM specimens. The TEM 

measurements were performed using a doubly−corrected ARM200F microscope, 

operating at 200 kV. 
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